Wisdom 90s George Burns
welcome to this special issue on humor and death - we tend to live up to the joke comedian george
burns would say in his 90s when asked about the subject of his mortality. “i can’t die. i’m booked.” we have so
many things to do, we don’t have time for death. after all, there are dishes to wash, deadlines to meet, and,
after all, we bought season tickets. yet this denial comes at a price. by not contemplating our temporary
nature and ... fcs7-186: aging gracefully - george burns continued to perform well beyond the 90-year
mark. in arles, france, a woman named jeanne calment remained active even after moving out of her
apartment at the age of 110. according to jean-marie robine, her biogra-pher and a researcher on aging, one
of ms. calment’s secrets was that she simply didn’t let things bother her. her motto seemed to be, “if you can’t
do anything ... from “the american dream”… - depts.drew - with my teacher, dr. george kelsey and his
lovely wife and other friends that i have in this area of new jersey and in this area of our country. i would like
to use as a subject from which to speak tonight, the american dream. walkingtraildlbooklet 28 05 03. city of adelaide - 7 1. robert burns by wj maxwell 1894 robert burns was a renowned scottish poet, who lived
from 1759 to 1796. he wrote most of his poetry in lowland scots, regulating the bbc as a public service - 1
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george burns, who has relatives in our area, was a member of our club for a while. in 1982, he angrily walked
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